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Abstraceln this paper we consider the problem of routing and problem is solved for time-varying traffic amvals which is more 
dimensioning in a large optical network assuming the traffic is 
growing over time. In optical networks, traffic is carried through 
lightpaths and we model the traffie as follows: Lightpaths arrive 
randomly to a time-varying Poisson process and hold 
for a random time with a eeneral distribution. We are interested in 

relevant in the c ~ e n t  scenario ofrapidly growing traffic in op- 
tical networks, B~~ in both the dimensioning problem is 
solved for an exponentialholding time distribution assuming the 
routes are fixed. 

dimensioning the links sothat the first lightpath request rejection 
will oecur, with high probability, after a specified period Of time 
T and thus the network requires no capacity upgradation in that 
time period. Here we propose a solution based on the absorption 

be rejected in (0, T). Computation of exact absorption probability 
is possible for a few specific holding time distributions (e.g., expo- 

In this paper, we propose a solution for both the routing and 
dimensioning in a large optical network when the traffic amvals 
are time-varying poisson and the holding ti,,,e distributions are 

probabsty-the probability that at one lightpath request will general based on an asymptotic analysis which we describe later. 

11. SUMMARY OF THE WORK 
nential) and it requires large comfuting resources. We propose a 
method which has low eomputstional complexity to approximate 
the absorption probability for a general holding time distribution 
based on an asymptotic analysis and we show that it is quite accu- 
rate in the desired range of low absorption probabilities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fiber optics and wavelength-division multiplexing are evolv- 
ing as the technologies that can satisfy the huge bandwidth re- 
quirements of the Internet today, providing cheap and reliable 
high-speed communication over long distances. In this work, 
we consider that all the nodes are capable of full wavelength 
conversion which results in improved utilization of the avail- 
able fiber bandwidth in a WDM network [I]. An optical net- 
work with full wavelength conversion capability is equivalent to 
a conventional circuit switched network. For a given traffic dis- 
tribution, a routing and dimensioning method routes the traffic 
on appropriate paths and determines the capacities which must 
be provided to the links so as to meet the network performance 
while minimizing the cost. Traditional routing and dimension- 
ing methods were designed based on the blocking probability 
models assuming the network was in a steady state condition 
[2], [3]. Such models are not appropriate to handle the explo- 
sive growth of bandwidth demand today as the traffic is growing 
constantly and unpredictably without reaching a steady state. 
Such a dramatic shift in the environmentrequires a fundamental 
shift in the network architectures. 

We introduce the concept of absorption pmbabilify instead 
of blocking probability to express the grade of service of a net- 
work. The motivation behind the selection of absorption proba- 
bility and its application for network design are discussed in [4] 
and [SI. The dimensioning problem based on absorption proba- 
bility is solved for constant arrival rates and the details of the an- 
alytical model can be found in [4]. It shows how the absorption 
probability model outperforms the blocking probability model 
for constant rates of traffic arrivals. In [SI, the dimensioning 
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In section 111, we consider a single link of capacity N and 
derive an explicit expression for the absorption probability as 
a function of time for an exponential holding time distribution 
and propose numerical methods for the solution. For a general 
holding time distribution, we have no choice but to follow the 
method of simulation. However, we find that if the capacity 
N and the arrival rate X( t )  increase while their ratio remains 
constant, the absorption probability function converges to a step 
function as N --f w. 

In section IV, we consider the asymptotic condition that both 
N and X ( t )  --f CO while their ratio remains constant and derive 
the transition time To for a general holding time distribution. To 
is the time when the absorption probability switches from 0 to 1 
under the asymptotic condition. We also propose an approxima- 
tion method to estimate the absorption probability which is very 
close to the exact solution in the desired range of  low absorption 
probabilities. The complexity of the approximation method is 
less and it is also useful for a general holding time distribution. 

In section V, we propose the routing and dimensioning 
method for a large optical network so that it requires'no upgra- 
dation till a given time T .  For heavy traffic, least cost paths are 
the optimum mutes and the capacities can be obtained immedi- 
ately from the asymptotic analysis of the individual links. For 
light traffic, we also propose a method to determine the link ca- 
pacities along with the lower and upper bounds for a given value 
of tolerance absorption probability. The lower and upper bounds 
will converge for heavy traffic. 

In section VI, we present the results of the routing and dimen- 
sioning for a moderately large network. 

111. ABSORPTION PROBABILITY OF A SINGLE LINK 

Here we consider a single link network of capacity N .  We as- 
sume the arrivals are Poisson with X(t) as the state-independent 
arrival rate at time t; that is, the probability of j amvals in a 
time interval (0, t) is given by'[6] .i 
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For an exponential holding time distribution with constant 
mean I/@, the busy wavelength distribution can he modeled 
by a hirtb-death process where a state of the Markov chain 
represents the number of lighlpaths in progress. Let P,,(t) he 
the probability of state n at time t .  Then the relations h8:tween 
the state probabilities at times t + h and t are as following [7]: 

As an example, the absorption probabilities of a single link 
are ploned for different values of N in Figs. I(a) and I@) for 
exponential and Weibull holding times respectively. We con- 
sider a linear growth function f ( t )  - 1 + t / 2  and the constant 
ratio T = 0.7. As an example of the general holding time dis- 
tribution, we consider a Weibull distribution with the shape pa- 
rameter p = 0.5 and the scale parameter a = 0.5. Note that 
the distribution bas mean I .  Recall that the probability density 

Pn(tfh)=Pn(t){l - X ( t ) h  - + X(t)hPn-L(t:’ -k 

Po(t+h)=Pa(t){l  -X(t)h) +phPi( t )  +o (h) ,  (2) 

PN+i(t+h)=PN+i(t) + A(t)hPrf(t) +o(h) .  (4) 
PN(t+h) = P&t){l -X(t)h-N@h} +X(t)hPN-i(t) + O ( h ) , ( 3 )  

Initial Condition : Po(0) = 1 ,  ( 5 )  
The solution of the absorption probability PN+I ( t )  for a sin- 

gle link network can be obtained explicitly from (1H4) as a 
function o f t  using the generating functions of the stab: proh- 
abilities and the corresponding binomial moments. We follow 
a similar approach to obtain the absorption probability as was 
followed to obtain the non-stationary blocking probability in a 
telephone network 181. The absorption probability at time t, 

P,(O) = 0 for n > O .  

Note that the coeficient of variation(C0u of the Weibull distri- 
bution with p = 0.5 is fi which shows a behaviour similar to a 
hyper-exponential distribution [I 01. 

Observe from Figs. l(a) and l(h) that for given T and f(t) ,  
the absorption probability becomes more and more steeper as 
the capacity increases and it becomes almost a step function for 
a large capacity independent to the holding time distribution. 
This is true for any arbitrary growth function f ( t )  and for any 
ratio r. Hence, the absorption probability of a single link with 
a very large capacity can he approximated by a step function 
provided the traffic arrival rate is also very large. This behaviour 
can he explained as follows: \’. I ‘ I .  

Observe that eqn. (4) is also true for a general holding time 
distribution. As the arrival process is Poisson with intensity 
X(t) ,  the transition rate from the transient state PN(t)  to the 
absorption state P,v+l(t) IS X(t )  and it is independent of the 
holding time distribution as there is no transition from the ah- 
sorption state. Hence, we can write in general 

and hence the explicit form of the solution is 

A(t)N+l A(t)N+l 
(N+1)! + K h ’ + - - . . .  ’ KN+I - Ph,+dt) = ~ - 

(7) 

(8) 

A(t)N+l 
(Nf l ) !  ( N + l ) !  

where 
h(t) = e-”‘~e’’X(s) ds, 

0 

and KN+I is a Yolterra operafor defined by the kemel K,.+l ( t ,  7) 

where a(t,7) =e-” ‘  e”X(s)ds.  NotethatA(t)=cr(t,O). IT 
The analytical solution of the absorption probabilit:, (7) is 

complex for an arbitrary arrival rate X(t ) .  Hence, the numerical 
methods may be advantageously used. The absorption probabil- 
ity can he computed from the linear integral equation (6) which 
is a Yolrerra equation of the second kind [9]. Apart from this, 
we have discussed another method in [5] by solving a set of 
differential equations with the given initial conditions ( 5 ) .  The 
differential equations can be obtained from (lk(4) as the fol- 
lowing: Transpose the term P,(t), divide the equation by h and 
take the limits as h+O. Applying this for all n, we get 

P’(t) = M(t)P(t), (9) 
where P(t) is a vector [Po(t) q ( t )  . . . P N + l ( t ) l T  and M(t) is 
a (N+2)x (N+2)  matrix of variable coefficients. 

For a general holding time distribution, it is difficult to  obtain 
the analytical solution of the absorption probability, Hence, we 
use the method of simulation to estimate it in general. 

Now, we observe the behaviour of the absorption probability 
if both the capacity N and the arrival rate X(t) increase but the 

time (a) 
1 -  

’ ’ . 
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a 
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.time [bl . .  . .  

ratio remains constant. Let us assume the amval rate at time t, 
X ( t )  = Xof(t), where X, is the arrival rate at t = 0. Assume 
that Xo = rN, T is a constant. 

pig, Theabrarptionprobabilitiesorasing,elinknetworkrordifferent 
orN,arrivalrateattimet,X(t) =o .~~( i+ t / z )andmeanhold ingt~neuni~ .  
Holding time distribution: (a) exponential @) Weibull (!3 = 01 = 0.5). 
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pk+i(t) = X(t) P N ( t ) .  (11) 
From (1 I), it follows that P N + ~  (t)  is a monotone nondecreas- 
ing function o f t  with PN+I (0) 7 0. From the initial conditions, 
PN(O) = 0. Thus from ( I I ) ,  PNtl(0) = 0 and the absorption 
probability P N + ~ ( ~ )  remains zero as long as the slope Ph+l(t) 
remains zero. We shall prove in the next section that as the ca- 
pacity N and the arrival rate,A(t) approach infinity, there exists 
a TO such that the function PN+l(t)  switches from zero to infin- 
ity at t = To which triggers the change of absorption probability 
from 0 to 1 at t = TO. We define To as the transition time. 

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 

We are interested in finding the transition time To for a given 
function of traffic amval when both the capacity N and the ar- 
rival rate X(t) approach infinity while the ratio remains constant. 
The holding time of a lightpath has a general distribution G with 
a finite mean. We can model the arrival rate by the following: 

= Xof(t) = r N f ( t ) ,  (12) 

Note that for a growing traffic, f ( t )  is a strictly nondecreasing 
functionoftwith f(0)=1. Sofrom(lS),thederivativeofR(t) 

n'(t) = rGe'(t)  * f ( t )  + rGC(0) f ( t ) ,  
2 rG"(t) *f(O) + r f ( t ) ,  
2 r G e ( t ) + r f ( 0 )  2 r>O,  forall t 2 0 .  

Thus, n(t) is a strictly increasing function oft  with fl(0) =O. 
Consider the series (P,,(t)). Note that the terms of the series 

{Pn( t ) }  are positive. Hence we can apply the rario t a t  for the 
testofconvergence[ll]. From(l6)and(l7), 

!!!& = + fl(t) as n + m .  (19) 
PJt) n +  1 

Hence the series is convergent if fl(t) < 1 and divergent if 
fl(t) > 1. For f l ( t )  = 1, the series may converge or diverge, 
we do not have a definite conclusion from the ratio test. 

Now,from(ll),(12), (16)and(17),thederivativeofPhi+(t), 

where r is a constant and f ( t )  is a continuous function o f t  with 
f (0) = 1. We shall derive the explicit expression of the transient 

Recall the Stirling Sformula N !  - fi NN+i and the ratio 
ofthe two sides tends to unity as N --t m 171. Hence from (201, 

state probabilities P,,(t), n = 0,1,. . . , N as N + m. 
Partition the lightpaths that arrive during [0, t] ,  Z(t) ,  into " a,< L- 

those that are in progress at t ,  Z,(t), and those that have de- 
parted by t ,  Z ( t )  - Z,(t). Clearly, this is a random partition 
[12]. Hence, it follows immediately that Z,(t) and Z(t)-Z,(t) 
are indeoendent random variables with 

"- that $% is a continuous function of O(t )  and 
hounded by 0 and 1 for all fl(?) t 0. It has a unique maxi- 
mum at n( t )=I .  If fl(t)= I, PN+l(t) = & r f ( t ) J i S +  m 
as, N +m. If f l ( t )  # 1, applying the L'Hospital's rule in @ I ) ,  
PN+,(t) 3 0 as N + m. Again, Q(t )  is a strictly increasing 
function of t  with n(0) =O. Hence, the absorption probability P[Z,(t)=n] = exp p ( t )  X(r)dr ' (I3) [- 6' 3 n! 

where pc(t) is the probability that a lightpath is in progress at 
time t .  Now, we obtain the probabilityp,(t). 

The arrival process Z ( t )  is Poisson with intensit) X ( t ) .  
Hence. for any U E IO, tl, 

So, given exactly one arrival during [ O ,  t ] ,  the probability that the 
a~ivaloccursbetweenuandwduE[O,t] isX(u)du/J,' X ( T ) ~ T .  
Again, given a lightpath arrives at u E [0, t] ,  the probability that 
the lightpath is in progress at t is G'(t-u) where G'(t) is the 
complementary cumulative distribution function(CCDF) of the 
lightpatb holding time. Hence, by integration over all U ,  the 
probability that a lightpath is in progress at t ,  

Thus,from(l3)and(l5),weget 

1 [S:X(U)GC(t-u)dU]n 
n! 

where A,@) = X(u)G'(t - u)du = Nf l ( t ) ,  (17) 
t L 

n(t) =TI G'(t-u)f(u)du=rG"(t)*f(t) .  (18) 
0 

(22) 
PN+l(t) + 0 if fl(t) < 1, 

+ 1 otherwise, as N + m .  
Note that, as O(t) is a monotone increasing function o f t ,  TO is 
the unique solution of the nonlinear equation fl( t )  = 1. 

Remark: I f f ( t )  is not anon-decreasing functionoft, fl(t) is 
not necessarily a monotone increasing function, but we can still 
obtain To as the minimum of the roots of the equation fl(t) = 1. 

~ T o G c ( T o  - r )  X ( r ) d ~  = Gc(To)* X(T0) = N .  (23) 

This can be explained as follows: If a lightpath arrives at r E  
[0, To], the probability that it is still in progress at To is @(To- 
r). Again, the number of lightpath arrivals during T and T + d r  
is h( r )dr .  Now, integrating over all T E [0, TO], the number of 
busy wavelengths at To is the left hand side of (23) and if these 
occupy all the wavelengths, the link will be absorbed. 

Appmximation o/absorption pmbabiliry based on asympiotic 
results 

Observe the eqns. (6)  and (9), the computation of exact ah- 
sorption probability has a large complexity and it increases with 
capacity N .  Hence, we propose an approximation for finite N 
based on the asymptotic results. From (1 1) and (21), the ahsorp- 
tion mobability for a finite N can be approximated by 

So, finally we can write, fl(T0) = 1 and from (17), 
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Note that the complexity of the approximation is low and it can 
be applied for a general holding time distribution. As an exam- 
ple, the exact and approximate absorption probabilities for a lin- 
ear traffic growth are plotted as functions of time in Fig. ‘2 where 
the absorption probabilities are in a logarithmic scale. Observe 
that the approximations are very close to the exact values for low 
absorption probabilities and it provides an upper hound on the 
exact absorption probability, Again, note from (16) that P,v(t) 
is a monotone increasing function o f t  provided n(t) < :l. Thus, 
the absorption probability at time t E (0, TO), 

..t 

p,v+i(t) < P N ( ~ ) /  X(r)dr. (25 )  
0 

Thus, if PN(t )  is equal to pth /  Ji X(r)dT, the exact ab,iorption 
probability at time t, P N + ~  (t) will be bounded by Pth. Again 
from(16),PN(t) =pth/JiX(r)dr if 

A,( t )  - N  log A, ( t )+  (N -0.5) log N - (N+7)  = 0, (26) 

(27) 
Y - A g ( t )  or N cz exp 1 f W  - [ ( eA,(t) 

where 7 = - log(&pth/ 6 X ( r ) d r )  and W ( z )  is the Lam- 
bert’s function i.e., W ( z )  is the solution of the equation wew = 
z. Note that (27) provides an explicit solution, however, (26) 
is as easy to solve and is the preferred method. Note tliat for a 
large A,(t), ( Y - A g ( t ) ) / ( e  A,(t)) % - l i e  and W(-l/e)  = -1. 
So for large traffic, N % Ag(t) which is similar to (23). 

-1 
i 

The assumption that all the links are independent with the 
sum of arrival rates CrERAjrXr(t) as the arrival rate on link 
j will yield an upper bound on absorption probability 151. Note 
that as the arrival processes in all the routes are Poisson, the 
sum of the arrival processes on a link is also Poisson. Hence, 
the absorption probability of the j-th link at time t, 

Pjb8(t) 5 F C A j A ( t ) ,  G, Cj , j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  J ,  

where F(X(t),G, N) is the absorption probability at time t for 
a single link of capacity N with time-dependent Poisson arrival 
rate X(t) and general holding time distribution G. 

This can he extended for a route, that the absorption proha- 
hility of a route r E R at time t ,  

(&! ) 

But the upper bounds are close to the exact values for low 
absorption Probabilities [ 5 ] .  In this paper, we consider a network 
with very low absorption probabilities, So, we can assume that 
the links are independent and the arrival rate on link j is equal 
to CrERAjrXr(t). 

The aim ofthis paper is to route the traffic in appropriate paths 
and determine the link canacities of a laree ontical network so 

- 1  

that it requires no upgradation till a given time T .  
If the traffic is heavy, the required capacities will be large 

and we can apply the asymptotic analysis on all the links with 
T = TO. For a given traffic matrix, the arrival rate on link j 
is CrERAjrXr(t). The link can accommodate all the arrivals 
during (0, T), ifthe absorption probability oflink j remains zero 
until T. Hence, from (23), the capacity required for link j, 

T 

C, = c A j . /  GC(T-r)X,(r)dr.  (29) 
rER O 

Hence, the cost to deploy the capacities in all the links of the 
network is 

time 

Fig. 2. Comparison ofexact and approximate absorption probabilities for single 
link network. Arrival rate X ( t )  = 0.7N(1 + t / 2 )  and holding time distribution 
is exponential with mean unity 

v. ROUTING A N D  DIMENSIONING OF A LARGE NETWORK 

We now describe the method of routing and dimensioning for 
a large optical network with the following assumptions 

A. Assumptions regarding the nehvurk and li-afic 

1) The network consists of finitely many links, connected in 
an arbitrary fashion. Label the links as j = 1 , 2 , .  . . , J,  
and the capacity of link j is C,. Define Qj as the cost to 
set up a single wavelength on link j .  

A 
lightpath in route r uses Ajr wavelengths from link j, 
Aj, E {0,1). Denote R for the set of routes. 

‘3) Lightpaths requesting route r arrive as a timi:-varying 
Poisson process with rate X,(t) at time t and hold for a 
random time with a general distribution G. 

2) A route r is a subset of links from ( 1 , 2 , .  . . , J } .  

The term JTGc(T - r )  X,(t) d r  is constant for a given T as 
the holding time distribution G and the traffic arrival rate X,(t) 
are known. Now we shall find the optimum routing so as to 
minimize the linear cost. The cost will he minimum if the terms 
Cy=, QjAj, are minimum for every r E R which determines 
the route. Hence, if we select the least cost path for the traffic 
between a pair of nodes, the total cost E,”=, QjC, will he min- 
imum. Hence, if we assume fixed routing, the least cost paths 
are the optimum routes. Alternative routing or any other routing 
schemes would not make any improvementbecause it is guaran- 
teed that there is a path available in the direct route for 0 5 t < T 
and all the links are expected to be absorbed for t  > T .  

Note that the proposed method of routing and dimensioning 
is easy and computationally very efficient. But it is useful if the 
traffic arrival rates and hence the computed capacities on all the 
links are fairly large..However, it may not be the case in practice 
because the flow of traffic through all the links are not uniform 
and the traffic on some links may be low. Observe the Figs. 1 (a) 
and l(h), the absorption probability for a moderate value of N 
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at the asymptotic transition time To is high (0.6 or more) and 
the capacity required to keep the absorption probability below a 
threshold probability (0.02 or less) in a given time period (0,T) 
is greater than the value estimated by (29). Hence for a light 
traffic, the method proposed is optimistic, however, it provides 
good lower bounds on the capacities. 

For a general range of traffic, the link capacities can he cal- 
culated from (24) so that the absorption probability on link j is 
bounded by a given threshold probability & in the time period 
(0, T). Again,, the absorption probability on the j-th link will he 
bounded by dh in (0, T) if the capacity is calculated by (26) and 
it provides upper bounds on the link capacities. For any range 
of traffic, if the threshold probabilities are small; the computed 
capacities will be close to the upper bounds. On the other hand, 
if the threshold probabilities are large, the capacities can be ap- 
proximated by the lower hounds. Note that, for a large traffic, 
both the upper and lower hounds will converge. 

VI. RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION 

We consider the ARPANET (shown in Fig. 3) as an arbitrary 
network and solve the routing and dimensioning problem for a 
moderate rate of traffic arrivals. Note that the network with the 
given costs is equivalent to a weighred graph. Routes are se- 
lected as the least cost paths between a pair of nodes. This can 
be obtained by applying the Dijkstra's algorithm for each node. 
If there are multiple least cost paths, we consider any one of 
them because all the paths have equal contributions towards the 
total cost. The total number of possible routes is 190, the maxi- 
mum possible hop length is 6 and the numbers of routes with 1 ,  
2, 3,4,  5 and 6 hops are 3 2 , 5  I ,  56, 32, I8 and 1 respectively. 

For the network traffic, we assume identical traffic arrival 
rates between every pair of nodes. Hence, there is an uniform 
traffic in all the routes. We assume a linear traffic growth and the 
trafficarrivalrateonrouterER attime t, A,(t)=A,o(l+t/2) 
where X,o is the initial arrival rate at t = 0. Here we consider 
X,O = 2 for all r. For an exponential holding time distribu- 
tion, we calculate the link capacities by both the exact (from (9)) 
and approximation (from (24)) methods. We also calculate the 
asymptotic lower bounds from (29) and the upper bounds from 
(26) and the results are presented in Table 1. As an example 
of a general holding time distribution, we consider the Weibull 
distribution with shape parameters p = 0.5 and p = 2 which 
show the hyper- and hypo-exponential behaviours rcspectively. 
a's are chosen so that the means become unity which results 
a = 0.5 and 1.1284 respectively. The lower bounds, the up- 
per bounds and the capacities estimated by the approximation 
method are shown in Table 1. In all the cases, we consider that 

m 

26,) 9.12 
51  "' 

i i .6  
I,J 17.7 i*.n 

14.6 28 I 

I>,? '",* 
6,l 4.5 

." .'* 
2L.7 

Fig. 3 .  A 20 ode, 32 link network representing a skeleton of the original 
Arpanet. The numben on the links represent the link numben and the costs Lo 
set up unif capacity on those lib. 

TABLE I 
CAPACITIES ALLOTTED TO DIFFERENT LINKS OF THE ARPA NETWORK 

the absorption probability on all the links are hounded by 0.005 
(0.5%) ai time T = 2 .  

Observe from Table I that for the exponential holding time 
distribution, the estimated capacities based on the approxima- 
tion method are close to the exact sohtions. Again, for all the 
holding time distributions, the upper boupds are close to the es- 
timated capacities; hence. the upper bounds can provide a good 
solution especially for low absorption probabilities. 
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